
Foundations of Programming
Dictionaries, Markov Models and Files



Announcements

• Enrichment video 3 is up.  "Due" this morning, but you can still do it.

• Diversity/inclusion lunch next Monday.  Watch for a Google form if 
you are interested in attending



Learning outcomes/key ideas

• Markov chains

• Representing data in a dictionary

• (Simple) reading data from a file



Algorithmic Authorship... ?

suppose this text represents my "style" ...

I like to run and to go on vacation.  Often I 

run to see things while I am on vacation.  I 

will take a vacation this weekend to Seattle.



Algorithmic Authorship... !

suppose this text represents my "style" ...

What would be a reasonable 
first word to start a newly-
generated sentence?

What would be a reasonable 
next word to follow the first?

What would be a reasonable 
test for sentence-ending?

I like to run and to go on vacation.  Often I 

run to see things while I am on vacation.  I 

will take a vacation this weekend to Seattle.



Algorithmic authoring examples...

Who's the original human author of each of these?

The club isn't the flames burn on my 
baby, come on I'm singing like a little 
while longer When I'm home to say go 
for hours and smoke Keep watching over 
Durin's son If I just me in love with the 
mountain side Desolation comes upon 
the bassline Are in 



Markov Chains (Models)

Techniques for modeling any 
sequence of natural data  

Each item depends only on the one
immediately before it . 

1st-order Markov Model 
(defining property)

speech, text, sensor data...



I like to run and to go on vacation Often I 

run to see things while I am on vacation I 

will take a vacation this weekend to Seattle

Building a Markov model to generate text:
1. Define the vocabulary (what words have we seen?)
2. Represent a state at a particular time t
3. Determine the transition probabilities

But how to do this in Python…?



Lists are sequential containers:

L = [ 47, 5, 47, 42 ]

Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

elements are looked up by their location, or index, starting from 0

0 1 2 3

d = { 47: 2,  42: 1 }

elements (or values) are looked up by a key starting anywhere you 
want!  Keys don't have to be ints!

key key
value value

element

index



Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

yr = {'rabbit':1999, 'ox':1997}

elements (or values) are looked up by a key starting anywhere you 
want!  Keys don't have to be ints!

key key
valuevalue



Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

yr = {'rabbit': 1999, 'ox':1997}

elements (or values) are looked up by a key starting anywhere you want!  Keys don't have to be ints!

key key
valuevalue



Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

yr = {'rabbit':[1999,1987,1975,...], 

'ox':[1997,1985,1973,...],

'tiger':[1998,2010,...], ... }

What type are 

the keys?

zi

A. String
B. List
C. int
D. Dictionary



Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

yr = {'rabbit':[1999,1987,1975,...], 

'ox':[1997,1985,1973,...],

'tiger':[1998,2010,...], ... }

What type are 

the keys?

What type are 

the values?

zi

A. String
B. List
C. int
D. Dictionary



Dictionaries are arbitrary containers: 

z = {'rabbit':[1999,1987,1975,...], 

'ox':[1997,1985,1973,...],

'tiger':[1998,2010,...], ... }

Is 'dragon' a 
key in z?

Is 1969 in 
z['dragon']?

if 'dragon' in z

if 1969 in z['dragon']



LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Write the code that will build a dictionary where the keys are the words in the 
list and the values are their counts:

counts = {}   # empty dictionary

for word in LoW:

if ________________________:

else:

Useful info!

# Add the key 'hello' 

# and set its value to 0

counts['hello'] = 0

# Get the value associated 

# with 'hello'

counts['hello']

# check if 'hello' is a key

'hello' in counts



counts = {}

for word in LoW:

if word not in counts:

counts[word] = 1

else:

counts[word] += 1

LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Oldenborg's menu!

counts will be...

{}

{'spam':1}

{'spam':2}

{'spam':2, 'poptarts':1}

{'spam':3, 'poptarts':1}

final d



counts = {}

for word in LoW:

if word not in counts:

counts[word] = 1

else:

counts[word] += 1

LoW = [ 'spam', 'spam', 'poptarts', 'spam' ]

Oldenborg's menu!

counts will be...

{}

{'spam':1}

{'spam':2}

{'spam':2, 'poptarts':1}

{'spam':3, 'poptarts':1}

final d



Files...

f = open( 'a.txt' )

text = f.read()

f.close()

text

'I like to run and to go on vacation. …

LoW = text.split()

[ 'I', 'like', to', ... ]

opens the file and calls it  f

reads the whole file into the string 
text

text.split() returns a 
list of each "word"

closes the file   
(optional)

I like to run and to go on vacation.  

Often I run to see things while I am on 

vacation.  I will take a vacation this 

weekend to Seattle.

a.txt



def word_count( filename ):

f = open( filename )

text = f.read()

f.close()

LoW = text.split()    

print("There are",len(LoW),"words")

file handling

What if we wanted the 
number of different

words in the file?

This would be the author's 
vocabulary count, instead of 

the total word count.



from filename import defaultdict

def vocab_count( filename ):

""" vocabulary-counting program """

f = open( filename )

text = f.read()

f.close()

LoW = text.split()    

print "There are", len(LoW), "words."

d = defaultdict( int )

for w in LoW:

if w not in d:

d[w] = 1

else:

d[w] += 1

print "There are", len(d), "_distinct_ words.\n"

return d     # return d for later use by other code…

Tracking the number of 
occurrences of each word 

with a dictionary, d.

file handling

word counting

most/least 
common?



Vocabulary, anyone?

Shakespeare used 31,534 different words -- and a 
grand total of 884,647 words, counting repetitions 
across all of his works.... http://www-math.cudenver.edu/~wbriggs/qr/shakespeare.html

Shakespearean coinages There's also a 
contemporary British 
author in the Oxford 
English Dictionary…

successful unsuccessful

http://www.pathguy.com/shakeswo.htm 
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/biography/wordsinvented.html

gust
besmirch

unreal
superscript
watchdog
swagger

affined
rooky

attasked
out-villained Who? 



Vocabulary, anyone?

Shakespeare used 31,534 different words -- and a 
grand total of 884,647 words, counting repetitions 
across all of his works.... http://www-math.cudenver.edu/~wbriggs/qr/shakespeare.html

Shakespearean coinages

successful unsuccessful

http://www.pathguy.com/shakeswo.htm 
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/biography/wordsinvented.html

gust
besmirch

unreal
superscript
watchdog
swagger

affined
rooky

attasked
out-villained

J. K. Rowling

muggle



{

}

A dictionary!

Our Markov Model

Markov Model

Original file
keys values

What are the keys?

What are the 
values?

Try it!

I like to run and to go on vacation.  

Often I run to see things while I am on 

vacation.  I will take a vacation this 

weekend to Seattle.



Markov Models are generative!
A key benefit of Markov Models is that they can generate feasible data!

Original file:

demo…

I like to run and to go on vacation.  

Often I run to see things while I am on 

vacation.  I will take a vacation this 

weekend to Seattle.



Markov Models are generative!

Generated text:

A key benefit of Markov Models is that they can generate feasible data!

Original file:

demo…

I like to run and to go on vacation.  

Often I run to see things while I am on 

vacation.  I will take a vacation this 

weekend to Seattle.

'I like to Seattle. I like to go on vacation. Often I am on vacation. 
Often I like to go on vacation. Often I am on vacation. I am on 
vacation. I run and to Seattle. I will take a'



WMSCI 2005

Markov-generated submission 
accepted to WMSCI 2005 

http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/

Not a first-order model ... but a third-order model



Not a first-order model ... but a third-order model



Not a first-order model ... but a third-order modelthird-order wardrobe?



Name that author… ?


